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Language is the most important thing in human life. By using language, the 

speaker is expected to convey the information clearly. However, in the process of 

thinking when delivering ideas, sometimes people made hesitation pause. This 

hesitation pause is used when people need time to think of the appropriate word to 

say next that suddenly made the speaker make fillers or even corrected themselves. 

This study aims to analyze the types of hesitation uttered by Cinta Laura. The 

research used a descriptive qualitative method using the theory of hesitation based on 

Clark and Clark (1977). The data were taken from the youtube channel Powder Room 

Talk and Asian Boss. The result of the research shows that Cinta uttered all of the 

types of hesitation based on Clark and Clark's theory. There are nine types of 

hesitation: silent pause, filled pause, repeat, false start (retraced), false start 

(unretraced), correction, interjection, stutters, and slip of the tongue.  

 

Keywords : Hesitation, Types of Hesitation, English Podcast, Repetition, Self-

explanatory 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background 

Language is essential in human life because people use it to deliver 

their ideas and help people communicate with others in daily life. Language is 

used in any situation, whether in a formal situation such as a conference, 

presentation, speech, and so on or in an informal situation such as an 

interview or communicating with friends or family. By using language, the 

speaker expect to convey the information clearly so the hearer can easily 

understand the meaning of the speaker's utterance. However, communication 

is not always run smoothly. Goldman-Eisler (1968) observed that in 

spontaneous speech found, the people she interviewed made pauses from 5 to 

65 percent of the total speaking time, and most people paused between 40 and 

50 percent of the time. People spend a large proportion of their speaking time 

not speaking. According to Stewart (2008), when delivering ideas in 

spontaneous speech, people convey their utterances more than just the words 

they use. This is happening because when ordering some ideas, sometimes the 

speaker faces difficulties with the ideas in mind and the way to deliver them. 

In order to find the appropriate word they intended to say, people suddenly 

produce sounds with no meaning or even repeat their words.  

Clark and Clark (1977) mentioned that the most common disruption in 

speaking is the hesitation pause, either a silent pause or a filled pause. A silent 
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pause is a pause that no speech that the speaker made while speaking,  and a 

filled pause is a pause that the speaker made but filled with er, ah, uh, mm, 

etc. Hesitation mostly happens in spontaneous speaking, where the speaker 

has much information to say to the hearer (Rosa & Roza, 2013).  

Clark and Clark (1977) adds that there are some issues to examine in 

the communication process, the alternation between planning and execution, 

and the formation of the articulatory program for pronunciation. First, people 

only sometimes make plans before they start to speak; as a result, they usually 

speak directly and make some errors in speaking. Second, in final preparation 

for speaking, the speaker must make a plan in their mind that tells the 

articulatory muscles what they are trying to say next. In this case, sometimes 

people also need to correct some errors because the speaker is trying to plan 

and speak simultaneously. 

According to Rosa & Roza (2013), hesitation happens to either native 

English speakers or non-native English speakers. That is true that native is 

more fluent when speaking English because they use it in their daily activity. 

However, hesitation will always appear when people speak. For instance, in 

the classroom, although we speak our mother language with friends, 

sometimes we pause when we speak. While delivering our speech, we need to 

think about the next word or breathe and produce the hesitation word, so 

people often use hesitation while speaking. In other words, it is common to 

use hesitation, pause, or delay while speaking. Although hesitation is 
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disfluency when people speak, it is necessary to use to help the speaker think 

before speaking as claimed (Wang, 2021) hesitation markers can buy time for 

the speaker to catch up with their thoughts or be used as a strategy in 

conversation by the speaker who uses it. Hesitation helps the speaker flow 

conversation and think of the appropriate word to say. Based on Surah Al-Isra 

(17:53) 

 

Translation : Tell My Servants (Oh Muhammad) “to say that which is best”. 

Allah commands prophet Muhammad SAW. to advise all the people to greet 

one another and converse with the best and most polite words to avoid 

misinterpretation or misunderstanding.  

From the verse above, Islam teaches us as Muslim to converse with 

the best and most polite word to avoid misunderstanding. Selecting the 

appropriate word may be the way to avoid misunderstanding between people. 

Hesitation helps people buy time for speech to catch up with their thoughts or 

to fish out the right word for a situation.(Wang, 2021). 

Furthermore, Using fillers and other hesitation devices in speech is the 

application of communication strategies. Using these strategies could help 

compensate for speech processing problems by allowing the speaker to gain 

time during a speech. This finally leads to building effective communication 
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by signaling the continuity of speech through producing some appropriate 

vocal indicators of hesitation (Khojastehraed, 2012). 

The researcher decided to analyze the hesitation uttered by  Cinta 

Laura as a speaker. The researcher is interested in analyzing Cinta Laura 

because she is a  social activist in Indonesia who is passionate about education 

and creating awareness on the issues of bullying and violence against women 

and children. The researcher selected the moment she uses English in some 

podcast that talks about experiences in her life regarding Forgiveness and 

Boundaries on the Powder Room Talk and Education on Asian Boss, which 

can inspire many people based on the comment in the podcast. Furthermore, it 

is necessary to conduct this research because most people recognize hesitation 

as disfluency when people speak. In fact, hesitation occurs not only happen 

when people hesitate in uttered something but the people use hesitation in 

speaking, which can help people to find an appropriate word in 

communication while ordering their ideas. 

 

B. Research Question 

Based on the background above, the researcher formulate the research 

question as follows : “What are the types of hesitation uttered by Cinta Laura 

at selected English podcast?” 
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C. Research Objective 

Related to the research question above, the researcher formulate this research 

objective as follows: “To describe the types of hesitation uttered by Cinta 

Laura at selected English podcast”. 

 

D. Research Significance 

1. Theoritically, this research is expected to enhance understanding on 

hesitation. 

2. Practically, this research is expected to give the students more knowledge 

about hesitation in speaking. Also to the next researchers, they can use this 

research as an additional information for the future study. 

 

E. Scope of the Research 

The researcher focused to analyzed the hesitation uttered byCinta 

Laura in selected podcast by using Clark and Clark theory. The researcher 

selected the english podcasts on youtube channel Powder Room Talk in 

episode Forgiveness and Boundaries and Asian Boss in episode Social Issues. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

This chapter presents previous and pertinent ideas in order to support the 

analysis.  

A. Previous Findings 

There are several previous findings that are related to this topic that has 

been analyzed, as follows :  

Anugrahini (2019) title of her research is Hesitation Used by Donald 

Trump and Margaret Brennan in Face The Nation Program. By using a 

qualitative descriptive method and the theory of Hesitation by Ralph Leon 

Rose, this researcher is trying to identify the types and how hesitation is 

produced. The finding shows that filled and silent pauses are mostly used 

during the interview. Hesitation appears for some specific reason. They need 

time to breathe before continuing the sentence and thinking about the next 

word they want to convey.  

Maulita (2016) title of her research is Hesitation in Bilingual Child’s 

Speech. This study used a descriptive method to analyze the data. This 

research uses Ralph Leon Rose’s theory of Hesitation. The study investigated 

the types and the characters of hesitation used by a bilingual child. This 

research shows that the types of hesitation that are mostly used in bilingual 

child’s utterances are pauses, repeats, false starts self correction, and word 

lengthening. The characteristics of hesitation are false pause, restarts, and 

repeats.  

 

6 
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Oktamalia (2018) title of this research is  An Analysis Of Hesitation Types 

In Student’s Speaking At STAIN Curup. This research uses the theory of Clark 

and Tree to analyze hesitation types used by a student. The method of this 

research used a descriptive to analyze the data. The purpose of this study is to 

examine the hesitation uttered by the 3rd-semester student from English Study 

Program. This research shows that almost all of the students used hesitation in 

their speaking class, and factors of hesitation occurred because they were 

confused and shy and found it hard to find the appropriate word to say. 

According to the previous research above, the similarity between the 

previous research and this research aims to analyze the hesitation. Then, the 

dissimilarity from previous research with this research are the object which 

none of the previous studies above analyze Cinta Laura. Furthermore, the 

theory of hesitation that used by the previous studies and this research is 

different, Anugrahini and Maulita use the hesitation theory from Ralph Leon 

Rose and Oktamalia use the theory of hesitation from Clark and Tree, while 

this research using the theory of hesitation by Clark and Clark. 
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B. Pertinent Ideas 

 

1. Psycholinguistics 

 

 Psycholinguistics is the name used to study the psychological 

processes involved in language. Psycholinguistics is a study that 

understanding, producing and remembering language, and hence are 

concerned with listening, reading, speaking, writing, and language memory. 

They are also interested in how we acquire language and how it interacts with 

other psychological systems.(Harley, 2001). 

 According to Gleason & Ratner (1998) psycholinguistics is concerned 

with discovering the psychological processes by which humans acquire and 

use language. Psycholinguistics is also interested in the social rules involved 

in language use and the brain mechanism associated with language. 

 Psycholinguistics is a branch of the study that combines psychology 

and linguistics. It is concerned with the relationship between the human mind 

and language as it examines the processes that occur in the brain while 

producing and perceiving both written and spoken discourse. How people 

process this phenomenon in their brain is not only about the description of 

producing and perceiving language but about the description of what they 

have learned as background knowledge to interpret (Aitchinson, 2003). 
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2. Hesitation 

Hesitation is a pause that happens when people speak. Nair (2000) stated 

that people hesitate anywhere in their speech, whether at the beginning, 

middle, or end of a speaker sentence. According to Clark and Clark (1977) 

hesitation is the common disruption in communication, either the silent pause, 

a period of no speech between words, or the filled pause, a gap filled by ah, ee 

uh, and mm. 

Rosa & Roza (2013) mentioned that hesitation usually happens in 

spontaneous speaking, that people sometimes hesitate in delivering their 

ideas. What happens in the speaker's mind when people communicate is that 

they are thinking of the suitable word to deliver. This is where the hesitation 

can be found.  

Maclay & Osgood (1959) speakers use hesitation to establish control in 

the conversation to make the listener keep hearing and not disturb the 

speaker’s utterance.  The speaker makes hesitation to show that they need 

time to think and still have control in their utterances. When a speaker is 

making pauses long enough, he will use some signal (um, er, etc) which says 

“I'm still in control, don’t interrupt me!”.  

Garman (1990) emphasizes that hesitation is a set of tools with a certain 

time duration that are used for several problems that can be both correction of 

a produced discourse piece and planning problems of the coming discourse 

piece. 
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3. Types of Hesitation 

According to Clark and Clark’s theory (1977), there are nine types of 

hesitation occurred during speech : 

a. Silent Pause 

A silent pause is a period of no speech between words. This is a pause 

where the speaker produces no words during their utterance. A silent 

pause indicates that the speaker is trying to remember their word or has 

finished their speech. Furthermore, the silent pause can also happen when 

the speaker wants to produce a meaningful word or surprising. Since silent 

pauses may occur for reasons other than planning, it considers imperative 

to examine vocalized hesitations as well (Osgood, 1959) . Gilquin (2008) 

divided silent pauses into three types: short pauses, medium pauses, and 

long pauses. A short pause is a pause under one second, which usually 

occurs when people breathe; this frequently happens to both natives and 

learners. A medium pause is a pause of one to three seconds, and a Long 

pause is more than three seconds. 

For instance : 

“I hurt my ankle when I was // 7 years old.” 

The sentence above shows that the speaker pauses after mentioning “I 

was…”, which may occur when the speaker is trying to remember when he 

hurt his ankle. 
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b. Filled Pause 

A filled pause is a space filled by er, um, ah, during speaking. This 

filled pause is used when people hesitate with their utterances, followed 

by some noises in their speech. This filled pause also can help the speaker 

think during their speech, so the listener is not bored.  

For instance :  

“um.. thank you for asking”. 

From the example above, the speaker uses “um” before saying the word 

because he is trying to find the appropriate word. 

 

c. Repetition 

 Repeatition is repeat one or more words in a row. Repetition happens 

when the speaker tries to remember the next word they want to convey or 

tries to hide their hesitation in speaking. Therefore, the speaker usually 

repeats the same word where the mistake exists several times until they 

get the proper word to deliver to the listener. Totally 89 percent of all 

words repeated the function word, like articles (the / the speaker), 

prepositions (at/at the table), conjunctions (or/or the speaker), and 

pronouns (she/she goes). For instance : 

“I give you this / this book as a gift”. 
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From the example above, the speaker repeats the word “this” in his speech 

with different meanings and pronunciations. Then, he repeats the word 

“this” with the correct one. 

 

d. False Start (Retraced) 

 A False start (retraced) is repeating one or some words before fixing 

the word. False start occurs when the speaker starts to produce a few 

words and then suddenly pauses in the middle of an utterance because 

they realize there is a wrong word or pronunciation. After hesitating for a 

while, the speaker directly corrected the wrong word they had said before, 

which was not suitable for the word the speaker wanted to say.  

For Instance :  

“Turn on the stove / the heater switch”. 

From the instance above, the speaker changed the words “the heather 

switch” to correct his utterance. 

 

e. False Start (Unretraced) 

 A False Start (unretracted) is correcting a word without repeating the 

wrong word. When people speak and make some error, they usually repeat 

it, but in this unretracted false start, the speaker does not repeat it.  

For Instance :  

“Turn on the stove / heater switch”. 
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From the instance above, the speaker corrects his word. Instead of 

repeating the wrong word, the speaker continues his utterance and says the 

correct word. 

 

f. Correction 

 There are many reasons why speakers may stop in the middle of their 

utterances. They may need to remember something they wanted to say, 

search for the right word, or select which of several examples they could 

mention. Corrections is like false starts, except that they contain an 

explicit I mean, or rather or that is to mark the phrase as a correction. 

Correction occurs coincidentally when the speaker forgets some words 

that need to be delivered to the listener or indicates the words had been 

misplanned. DuBois (1974) has noted that the correction phrases (that is, 

or rather, I mean and well) signal distinctly different errors speakers are 

about to correct :  

For instance : 

1) She hit Kane that is, Mary did- with a frying pan. 

2) I’m trying to lease or rather, sublease –my apartment. 

3) I really love I mean, despise –getting up in the morning. 

4) I’ll be done immediately well, in a few minutes. 

The function of those correction are : 
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1) That is : reference editing. That is indicate o specify further the 

referent of she. 

2) Or rather : nuance editing. Or rather is used to provide a word that 

slightly closer to what the speaker meant to say. 

3) I mean : mistake editing . I mean is used for correcting a mistakein 

wording, one that would have left the utterance with a significantly 

wrong meaning. 

4) Well : claim editing. Well is used to soften a claim the speaker decides 

is too excessive. 

 

g. Interjection 

Interjection shows that the speaker stops in the middle of their words. 

The speaker may forget something they wanted to refer to, they may have 

to think of the appropriate word to say next, or they may be selecting 

which of several examples they want to say. James (1973) has noted he 

has selected a specific interjection to indicate why the speaker must stop. 

For instance : 

1) Cinta loves, oh, orange.  

2) Cinta loves, ah, orange. 

3) Cinta loves, well, orange. 

4) Cinta loves, say, orange. 

The function of those interjection are : 
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1) Oh : referent selection. Oh indicates that the speaker have to stop 

and say orange as one of several possibilities he could mention.  

2) Ah : memory success. Ah indicates that the speaker had forgotten 

and finally can remember what Cinta loves. 

3) Well : word approximation. Well indicates that the speaker thinks 

that orange is may the only description of what Cinta loves. 

4) Say : exemplification. Say indicates that the speaker think that 

orange is just an example of what Cinta loves. On the other hand 

say could mean “let’s imagine”.  

 

h. Stutters 

Bloodstein (1995) stated that stuttering is the breaking up of speech 

fluency with pausing or specific interruptions. Gokdag (2017) adds that 

stuttering is an addition of words or sounds or an interruption of the 

speech, which the speaker can not control it. Stutter is where the speaker 

says the letter repeatedly, and difficult to continue to the following 

syllable. 

For instance : 

“I shs should do that”. 

From the example above shows that the speaker said "sh should" double, 

where the speaker had difficulty uttering the first syllable "shs" and then 

repeating the word "should" correctly. 
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i. Slips of the Tongue  

A slip of the tongue occurs when the speaker pronounces a word that 

differ from the actual meaning of the word. According to (Freud, 1901), a 

slip of the tongue is an error that a speaker makes from repressed thoughts 

that are released from certain errors.  

For instance :  

“You did not listen clarefully” 

From the example above, the speaker says the wrong pronunciation in 

pronouncing the word “carefully” become “clarefully”. It can happen 

when the speaker may remembering the material that the speaker prepared 

for the listener. 

 

There are also another theory that analyze about the type of hesitation. 

According to Rose (1998, p.9-10) hesitation is divided into six types.  

a. Pauses 

 Pauses usually happen when the speaker hesitates during speaking, 

especially in spontaneous speaking. There are two types of pauses, silent 

pause and filled pause. 

1) Silent pause 

Silent pause occurs when the speaker stops in the middle of the 

utterance to thinking the next word he want to say. 

For instance : 
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“I will tell you the story of the (…) Harry Potter”. 

From the example above, it can be seen that the speaker pauses after 

saying the word “the”. That happens because the speaker need time to 

thinking the title of the story she wants to tell. 

 

2) Filled Pause 

A filled pause is a pause filled with several sounds so that the pauses 

are not only in the form of silence and also make listeners not get 

bored while the speaker is talking. This filled pause occurs when the 

speaker wants to take time during the thinking process. Filled pause is 

divided into two categories. First, lexicalized filled pause (filled with a 

phrase like Ok, well, you know). Second, unlexicalized filled pause 

(filled with some nonverbal utterance like um or ee). 

For instance : 

a) Lexicalized Filled Pause : “You know.. I bought a book 

yesterday”. 

b) Unlexicalized Filled Pause : “uh, close the door, please”. 

From the example above shows when the speaker doing filled pause 

uses lexical or non-lexical words. The speaker uses filled pause with 
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the aim of the listener knowing that the speaker is thinking of the next 

word to be delivered. 

b. False Start  

 False start occurs when the speaker says a few words and then stops in 

the middle of the sentence because the speaker realizes there are errors in 

the pronunciation or utterance. After the speaker hesitates, they continue 

with the correct words they want to say. 

For instance :  

 “Hi Laura, please open../ close the door, please”. 

The example above shows that the speaker made a false start. It indicates 

that the speaker realized he made mistake in choosing word so he change 

it with the word he want to use. 

 

c. Repeats  

 Repetition is repeating words in a row. This repetition usually occurs 

when the speaker tries to remember the next utterance to be delivered. 

Thus, sometimes the speaker accidentally repeats one or more words 

several times until he finds the right word to be delivered.  

For instance : 

“You should put the book in the in the table”. 
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The example above shows that the speaker repeats of the word “in the” in 

a single utterance. 

 

d. Restart 

 Restart is when the speaker abandons an utterance or constituent and 

neither corrects nor repeats it partially or wholly. The restart occurs when 

a speaker utters a few words and suddenly returns to the beginning and 

iterates the same words. 

For instance : 

“You know how much to this.. how much the cost of the book?”. 

The example above shows that the speaker utter few words and then return 

to the beginning without complete the first sentences. The speaker did not 

find the right word to continue so he restarting the same words. It 

indicates that the speaker want to clarify or may forget to deliver what he 

wants to say. 

 

e. Word lengthening 

 Word lengthening occurs when the speaker takes the word articulation 

longerthan it should. Lengthening also can happen when the speaker gets 

interrupted while delivering his speech. 

For instance : 

“I want to buy a book a:nd a pen”. 
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The example above shows that the word “and” must be said is short, but 

the speaker says it longer than what should be. This shows the 

pronounciaton of the words that are not normal or extended 

pronounciation so that it is not in accordance with the pronounciation of 

words that should or commonly called lengthening. 

 

4. Factor of Hesitation 

Many factors affect people to hesitate during communication. According 

to Clark and Clark (1977), hesitation occurs when people take time to plan the 

following utterances, the more complex the planning, the more time it should 

take, and the more speech will disrupt. 

a. Cognitive Difficulty 

From the study of Goldman-Eisler (1968) who presented people with New 

Yorker cartoon and asked them to talk about each one. One group was asked 

to describe each cartoon, and another group was asked to explain why each 

one was funny. There were more hesitations scattered through the 

explanations than through the descriptions,  probably because it was harder to 

explain and find the appropriate words to express them. At the level of word 

selection, hesitations should appear when the speaker has difficulty finding 

the right word. 
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b. Situational Anxiety 

When people talk about topics they are anxious about, they tend to produce 

more silent pauses and specific other speech errors because that anxiety 

disrupts the planning and execution processes generally. It may be 

complicated to deliver the sentence they want to say, so they spend more time 

planning. 

 

c. Social Factors 

When communicating, speakers must make clear when they still have 

something to say and when they are finished. If they hesitate too long, 

someone else may take over the conversation. It might push the speaker to use 

more filled pauses, for example, uh, to fill spaces where other speakers might 

possibly take over. On the other hand, sometimes people tell stories to 

increase silent pause, perhaps because they are more careful in selecting 

words or executing more slowly to make themselves more comprehensible. A 

concern with speakers trying to be comprehensible with the use of silent 

pauses and concern with finishing their contribution leadsto the use of filled 

pauses to signal their attention to continue. 

 

According to Nair (2000) Normally, the people make hesitation pause under 

the following circumstances : 
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a. People use hesitation when uncertain about what to say next or when 

deciding what to say next. This can occur when the speaker have something to 

say but have not planned it in detail. Usually occur immediately after the first 

or two words in an idea. 

b. People use hesitation pauseswhen they have difficulty finding an 

appropriate word. 

c. People use hesitation pauses when they want to say a significant word, 

have high lexical content, or sound surprising in that context. 

d. People use hesitation pauses when they have difficulty completing a 

particular syntactic structure. 

 

According to Carroll (1985, p. 268) hesitation normally occurs under these 

sorroundings : 

a. People pause for breathing 

People sometimes should come back up for air throughout speaking. Speech is 

made because the individuals expel air from lungs, and that they should pause 

sometimes to inhale before continued. 

b. People pause for pragmatic reasons 

Pragmatic reason is for effect within which speaer use varieties of hesitations 

to form them sounds a lot of like native and for achieving a particular 

communicative result on the listener. 

c. People pause for linguistic planning 
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People need to plan what they are going to say, that is why they need time to 

make a planning before execute their utterances. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

A. Method of Research 

 This study used a  descriptive qualitative method to analyze the utterance 

of hesitation used by Cinta Laura. According to Biklen (1992), descriptive 

study is a method such as spoken, written, and someone’s behavioral 

inspection. It describes specific information, a phenomenon, event, or 

occurrence as it is to give information about the social phenomena. Hancock 

B., Windridge K., and Ockleford E (2009) state that qualitative research is a 

method that is focused on description and interpretation. By applying this 

method, the researcher will investigate utterances related to the object of the 

research. 

 

B. Data Source 

The researcher gets the data by herself, searching, downloading, 

analyzing, and classifying the types of  language phenomena of hesitation in 

speech uttered by Cinta Laura as a guest star in selected podcast. The podcasts 

are from the selected two English podcasts on youtube. There are from the 

youtube channel Powder Room Talk and Asian Boss. First, podcast from the 

youtube channel Powder Room Talk, Cinta Laura as a guest star speaks about 

Forgiveness and Boundaries.The video was taken from a source : 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7hp-zC2clV0&t=402s. The duration of 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7hp-zC2clV0&t=402s
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the video was 01:19:48. The interview happened on April 20, 2021. Second, 

podcast from the youtube channel Asian Boss, Cinta speaks about Education 

System in Indonesia. The video was taken from a source : 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8eRtq88UVqA&t=1762s. The duration of 

the video was 50:53. The interview happened on October 24, 2020.  

 

C. Instrument of the Research 

 The instrument of this study is the researcher herself. According to Guba 

(1985), Human beings as the instrument of choice for naturalistic iniquity. 

Human beings can feel subtle cues in the environment to which they naturally 

know what is happening and how to respond. In this research, the researcher 

took the data from the utterances produced by Cinta Laura in Powder Room 

Talk and Asian Boss.  

 

D. Data Collection 

The researcher used procedures in collecting the data, as follows : 

1. The researcher watched the video on youtube channel The Powder Room 

Talk EpisodeForgiveness and Boundaries with Cinta Laura Kiehl and 

Asian BossEpisode Social Issues with Cinta Laura. 

2. The researcher made a transcript from utterances of Cinta Laura. 

3. The researcher selected the hesitation used by Cinta Laura. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8eRtq88UVqA&t=1762s
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4. The researcher categorized and analyzed the utterance that produce 

byCinta Laura which contain hesitation based onthe theory of Hesitation 

by Clark and Clark. 

 

E. Technique of Data Analysis 

 After the researcher collected the data above, the data were analyzed in 

following steps : 

1. The researcher marked the utterances of Cinta Laura. 

2. The researcher identified the types of hesitation used by Cinta Laura.  

3. The researcher classified the types of hesitation used by Cinta Laura by 

used a table. 

No. Types of Hesitation Frequency 

1 A Silent Pause  

2 A Filled Pause  

3 Repetition  

4 False Start (retraced)  

5 False Start (unretraced)  

6 Correction  

7 Interjection  

8 Stutter  

9 A Slip of the Tongue  
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4. The researcher make some explanations to clarifiedabout the hesitation 

types and how hesitation used by Cinta Laura based on the table above. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

 

This chapter consists of findings and discussions of the research. The 

findings present the result of the data analysis of types of hesitation uttered by 

Cinta Laura at Powder Talk Room and Asian Boss. Meanwhile, the 

discussions present a detail description of the data findings. 

A. Findings 

Hesitation is a pause that the speaker used when still need time to think 

the appropiate word to say. After analyzing the data, the researcher finds 

hesitation types used by Cinta Laura. Clark and Clark (1977) classified 

hesitation into nine types : Silent Pause, Filled Pause, Repetition, False Start 

(Retraced), False Start (Unretraced), Correction, Interjection, Stutters, and 

Slip of The Tongue. After analyzing the data, the researcher revealed all types 

of hesitation uttered by Cinta Laura. 

1. Types of Hesitation Uttered by Cinta Laura 

No. Types of Hesitation Frequency 

1 A Silent Pause 3 

2 A Filled Pause 5 

3 Repetition 8 

4 False Start (retraced) 4 

5 False Start (unretraced) 4 
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6 Correction 5 

7 Interjection 2 

8 Stutter 4 

9 A Slip of the Tongue 1 

 

a. Silent Pause  

According to Clark & Clark (1977) a silent pause is a period of no speech 

between words. This is a pause where the speaker produces no words during 

their utterance.  

 

Powder Room Talk 

Extract 1 (00:21:45) 

But at the same time we can't blame them the reason being is because a lot of 

people in this country you know (…) live under the poverty level line or are of 

middle class and below and they live very difficult lives. 

 

The utterance above shows that Cinta made a silent pause for 2 seconds. The 

silent pause happens when Cinta comments about media entertainment, 

especially for tv, that provides content almost only slapstick content and lacks 

substances. According to Stenstrom (1994), a silent pause give some time for 

the speaker to think about what to utter next. 
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Extract 2 (00:23:13) 

I know what forgiveness means and for me it meant (…) pushing uh taking out 

all the poison in my heart and (…) leaving it behind me. 

 

The conversation above shows that Cinta made silent pauses for 3 seconds 

and 2 seconds. This silent pause happens when Cinta talks about her 

experience overcoming her problems when she gets bullied. Also, she shows 

what forgiveness means by making hand gestures as though she had pictured 

the word she had said. Brown and Yule (1983, p.163) define a silent pause as 

an extended pause because they usually extend between 3 to 16 seconds and 

cause the speaker to provide sufficient information to the hearers. The 

sufficient information that Cinta tried to explain in the podcast is to share her 

opinion about the meaning of forgiveness for her, as she explains very 

emotionally and be careful of the word she uses, which made her pay attention 

to every word she says. 

 

Extract 3 (00:51:14) 

You know and (…) oftentimes as human beings i realize that it's easier to 

dwell on the sorrows it's easier to stay bitter yes but you need to remind 

yourself how badly do you want to be happy. 

 

Cinta made a silent pause for 3 seconds. The silent pause happens when Cinta 

talks about her choices in life. According to Stenstrom (1994), silent pauses 

give the speaker time to think about what to utter next. 
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b. Filled Pause 

According to Clark & Clark (1977) states that a filled pause is a space filled 

by er, um, ah, during speaking. This filled pause is used when people hesitate 

with their utterances. This filled pause can help the speaker to think during 

their speech. 

 

Powder Room Talk 

Extract 4 (00:05:43) 

After having spent eight years in the U.S um there was something that really 

stuck out to me. 

 

Based on the utterance above shows that Cinta made a filled pause with the 

word “um.” The filled pause happens when Cinta pauses after saying the word 

“U.S.” Kharismawan (2017) states that the filled pause is a gap between 

words that produce by the speaker when they plan to say something. Cinta 

used the sound um to fill her hesitation part.  

 

Extract 5 (01.17.39) 

I’m not going to get an apology from those people but let it be because um 

that's something they have to work on that's a growth they have to um 

experience on their own. 

 

The utterance above showed that Cinta made a filled pause with the word 

“um.” This filled pause happens when  Cinta talks about the people who 
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bullied her and made fun of her accent. Cinta made an opinion about that idea 

that made her fill her hesitation part with filler. 

 

Asian Boss 

Extract 6 (17:12) 

If you ask me this question growing up I would have been very very confused 

because you know I had always i had always had um an identity crisis. 

 

The conversation above shows that Cinta made a filled pause with the word 

“um”. Goodwin (1987) states that one of the typical reasons for a delay is the 

speaker searching memory for a word. Cinta made repetition before the filler 

was uttered. Also, it can be seen from her facial expression when she finally 

can find the right word to say, she smiles a little bit after saying the word 

“identity crisis.” 

 

Extract 7 (33:44) 

So when we rebuilt those schools we had sometimes um uh volunteers from 

Australia teach the teachers and kids english. 

 

The researcher discovers that Cinta made a filled pause. This filled pause 

happens when Cinta tells about the school she rebuilt and had a volunteer 

from Australia. But before Cinta said “volunteer”, she made a filled pause 

with the word “um.. uh”. According to Goffman (1981, p.293), fillers are 
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elements whereby the speaker needs time to think about the required word to 

produce. 

 

Extract 8 (35:28) 

One of our biggest success stories is about a child named uh Bonar he went 

through our educational system got a scholarship to high school and finally 

attended the university of Indonesia. 

 

The utterance above happens when Cinta share a story about a child who 

succeeds in his education at the school that Cinta rebuilt. After Cinta tells 

about the child's story, she tries to remember his name by saying, "One of our 

biggest success stories is about a child named.." when Cinta tries to 

remember the child's name, she makes a filled pause. 

 

c. Repetition 

Repetiton is repeating a word or some word. Repetition happens when the 

speaker tries to remember the next word they want to convey or tries to hide 

their hesitation in speaking. Therefore, the speaker usually repeats the same 

word where the mistake exists several times until they get the proper word to 

deliver to the listener (Clark & Clark, 1977).  
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Powder Room Talk 

Extract 9 (00:07:22) 

Even if things don't change drastically in my lifetime i do believe that there is 

something i can do at least that first step .. um that first step to move in a 

better direction.  

 

The researcher finds that Cinta made a repetition in her utterances. Cinta 

repeated the word “that first step” twice. Where in the middle of the repetition 

word, Cinta uttered a filled pause. The repetition happened when she got 

information that there are only a few victims of sexual violence and abuse that 

report their injustices. In that case, Cinta made a platform to help the victims 

to speak up, at least “that first step”, to move in a better direction. The word 

“that first step” is stressed and repeated by Cinta. The reason for repetition is 

used when the speaker stresses her word to convince the interlocutor, to make 

sure about the intention or to recall a memory (Mubarak, 2019). 

 

Extract 10 (00:09:44) 

That’s i wasn't happy i wasn't happy when all i was doing was trying to strive 

for perfection. 

 

The sentence above shows that Cinta made a repetition in her utterances. 

Cinta repeats the word “I wasn’t happy” twice. The repetition happens when 

Cinta explains the internal struggle in her life. She always wanted to be the 
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best above everything else. Cinta was serious in mentioning that she was not 

happy then, which might make her do the repetition. This repetition occurs to 

show the feeling of the speaker (Mubarak, 2019). 

 

Extract 11 (00:57:25) 

If they're not helping if they're not helping you build yourself up, don't let 

their opinions or their existence affect you. 

 

The sentences above show that Cinta made a repetition in her utterances. 

Cinta repeats the utterance “if they’re not helping” twice. After making a 

repetition, Cinta continues to share her opinion about self-improvement. 

 

Asian Boss 

Excerpt 12 (6.58) 

Marie : Did you ever um get any backlash or did somebody criticize you for 

being too direct in Indonesia? What happened? I’m very curious. 

 

Cinta : All the time all the time i mean i think in the beginning of my career 

people thought that i was slightly arrogant although i was not trying to be.  

 

Cinta Laura made a repetition of her conversation above. The repetition word 

“all the time” says twice. Cinta made repetition when she started to answer the 

assumption from the host. Perrin and Paradis (2003) say that repetition can 

function as a positive reply, when the speaker agrees with the utterance from 

the interlocutor.  
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Excerpt 13 (17.12) 

If you ask me this question growing up i would have been very very confused 

because you know i had always i had always had um an identity crisis. 

 

Based on the utterance above shows that Cinta made repetition. The repetition 

happens when Cinta says the word “I had always” twice. After repeating, 

Cinta uttered a filled pause which probably can help her recall her memory 

about what to say next (Mubarak, 2019). 

 

Extract 14 (23:37) 

You know is a very sad way of looking at this issue because i think we all 

know that victims are never ever at fault. It is the perpetrator who has a 

decision to not take the action that they had decided to take or decided to 

take. 

 

The researcher finds that Cinta made repetition. The repetition happens when 

Cinta says the word “decided to take” twice. Cinta continues her utterance 

after saying the first word of “decided to take”. It can be seen that after saying 

that word, Cinta says “or”, but she may not have the next word to say, so she 

stops it by repeating the word “decided to take.” 

 

Excerpt 15 (29.02) 

We see a lot of fake news and if we can't discern if we can't discern facts 

from fiction then we're in deep trouble. 
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The utterance above shows that Cinta made repetition. The repetition of the 

word “if we can’t discern” said twice. This repetition happens when Cinta 

tries to explain what she has said before. 

 

Extract 16 (37:51) 

You know even quota internet quota is expensive for most of these kids and 

you can't expect them to be able to study on their own because on their own 

because some of their parents didn't even finish high school, didn't even finish 

junior high so you know who's there to guide them. 

 

The utterance above shows that Cinta made a repetition. The repetition of the 

word “on their own” says twice. The repetition happens when Cinta share her 

opinion about unprivileged kids that have to study from their phone. The 

repetitions in the utterances function as the fillers to give the speaker time to 

plan what to say next (Kharismawan, 2017). 

 

d. False Start (retraced) 

Based on Clark & Clark’s theory, a false start (retraced) is repeating one or 

some words before fixing the word. False start (retraced) occurs when the 

speaker starts to produce a few words and then suddenly pauses in the middle 

of an utterance because they realize there is a wrong word or pronunciation. 

After hesitating for a while, the speaker directly corrected the wrong word 
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they had been saying before, which was not suitable for the word that the 

speaker wanted to say. 

 

Powder Room Talk 

Extract 17 (00:40:48) 

That is when realized why am i not allowed to be why am i not allowed to 

have friends, like having friends who actually understand me is amazing. 

 

Cinta Laura made a false start (retraced). The false start (retraced) occurs 

when Cinta corrects her utterance by repeating the word and then changing it 

to the correct word she wants to say. She uttered, "why am I not allowed to 

be" and changed it to, "why am I not allowed to have friends." 

 

Extract 18 (00:43:15) 

It was when i finally let go of the perfect trying to be perfect that i was able to 

accomplish my mission in helping people or gradually helping people. 

 

The sentence above shows that Cinta Laura made a false start (retraced). The 

false start (retraced) occurs when she corrects her word while repeating the 

wrong word. Cinta corrects her word from  “the perfect” become “trying to be 

perfect”. 
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Asian Boss 

Extract 19 (30:52) 

A fact that my mom discovered was that in the city of Bogor alone which is a 

tiny city in West Java there were thousands of schools under horrible 

condition meaning some of them had roof roof the tiles of their roof 

collapsing or like kids were learning on the floor without furniture and that's 

obviously bad for their development right their physical development. 

 

The statement above shows that Cinta made some false starts (retraced). The 

first false start (retraced) occurs after Cinta repeats the word "roof" and then 

suddenly pauses in the middle of her utterances. After hesitating for a while, 

she directly corrects the word she had said before, which was unsuitable for 

the word she wanted to say, so she changes it to "the tiles of the roof." 

The false start also occurs when Cinta makes an opinion about the factor that 

can cause the horrible condition school for the student. She says that is bad for 

the student's development but realizes the word she uses is unsuitable for the 

word she wants to utter, so she directly corrects it with "their physical 

development." 

 

Extract 20 (36:02)  

So it really shows you that it doesn't matter where you come from you really 

you truly can achieve big things if you're willing to put the work.  
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The utterance above shows that Cinta made a false start (retraced). This false 

start (retraced) occurs when Cinta said the word “you really” and directly 

corrects it with “you truly.” 

 

e. False start (unretraced) 

According to Clark & Clark (1977) states that a false start (unretraced) is a 

correction of a word without repeating the wrong word. When people speak 

and make some error, they usually repeat it, but in this unretraced false start, 

the speaker does not repeat it. 

 

Powder Room Talk 

Extract 21 (00:04:55) 

Oh i think this is going to be a long story to tell and we will have to really 

delve into it throughout the show but the f.. i had my first big epiphany so to 

speak in 2018. 

 

The researcher discovers the utterance above shows that Cinta Laura utters a 

false start (unretraced). Cinta starts to tell her story when one of the hosts asks 

why Cinta returned to Indonesia after finishing her study at Columbia 

University.  

The false start (unretraced) occurs when she does not finish the first utterance, 

but she starts to produce the next utterance with a complete one. Cinta 

produces the word “the f” but suddenly stops and changes the sentence 
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become “I had my first big epiphany…” This selection of words made Cinta 

stop when she uttered the first utterance. 

 

Extract 22 (00:23:13) 

I know what forgiveness means and for me it meant pushing taking out all the 

poison in my heart and leaving it behind me. 

 

The utterance above shows that Cinta made a false Start (unretraced). The 

false start (unretraced) occurs when Cinta describes the meaning of 

forgiveness to her. She says the word “pushing” but corrects it to the word 

“taking.” 

 

Asian Boss 

Extract 23 (09:38) 

I'm not gonna lie hurt me for several years because at that age the tender age 

of 13 as I said I didn't really truly know who i was yet and i felt i kept I I I 

would often ask myself what have I done wrong why are people making fun of 

me. 

 

Cinta Laura made a false start (unretraced) in her utterance above. The false 

start (unretraced) occurs twice, from saying “I felt” and “I kept” and then 

finally saying “I would,”. 
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Extract 24 (46:45) 

If korea where they could could South South Korea with you know a country 

with twenty million people can have Kpop become a global phenomenon 

there's no reason why Indonesia can't have something equivalent to that. 

 

The utterance above is categorized as a false Start (unretraced). The false start 

(unretraced) happened when Cinta made an expectation of making Indonesia 

like K-pop. The word "could" is Cinta's mistake in choosing a word, so she 

changes it to the word she actually wants to say, "South." Cinta's repetition 

seems to underline the mistake she says before, so she repeats the word 

"South" twice. 

 

f. Correction 

Correction is how speakers correct themselves during their utterances by 

using correction phrases (that is, or rather, I mean, well) to explain that they 

have made a mistake Clark & Clark (1977). Correction occurs coincidentally 

when the speaker forgets some words which need to be delivered to the 

listener or indicates that the words had been misplanned.  

 

Powder Room Talk 

Extract 25 (00: 38.46) 

Until I entered the entertainment industry and then things got really really 

rough you know I mean imagine in that you know the reason why i think i had 

a victim mentality for so long is because i experienced what i experienced at 

such a young age. 
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The researcher finds the utterance above shows that Cinta made a correction. 

The correction happens when Cinta states that “things got really rough” to 

prevent the significantly wrong meaning from the hearer, she corrects with the 

word “I mean.” Then, Cinta explains what she meant by saying things got 

really rough by telling her experiences. 

 

Extract 26 (1.00.58) 

Obviously as children i'm sure well maybe i'm not sure but like i personally 

have had problems with my parents for example don't get me wrong i love 

them so much we're close i see them two to three times a year because they 

live in Bali. 

 

The utterance above shows that Cinta made a correction. The correction 

happens when the speaker uses the word “well”  to soften a claim that she 

decides is too excessive Clark and Clark (1977). In the conversation, Cinta 

says that she was sure, but after that she uses the word “well” and claims that 

she was unsure that she had a problem with her parents because they had a 

different point of view. 
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Asian Boss 

Extract 27 (10:22) 

You know I feel like since the start of my career people always viewed me as 

an adult, they didn't realize i mean you know i'm only in my 20s now and i've 

been in the industry for 13 years people never gave me the chance to make 

mistakes as a little girl. 

 

The word “I mean” above is categorized as a correction. The correction 

happens when Cinta tells her experience when she was bullied at thirteen 

because of her different accent, and people did not realize that she was still a 

child back then. The word “I mean” that the speaker uses is to correct the 

word that may be misinterpreted by the listener, Baalen (2001). Cinta uses the 

word “I mean” here to explain she should not get bullied at that age because 

of her different accent. 

 

Extract 28 (36:27) 

Sometimes i look back and i'm like how did we build11 schools over 4.000 

children has gone through our education system. So yeah i mean it's not just 

me though like I need to thank my family too because they also put a lot of 

hard work into what we've done. 

 

Based on the utterance above shows that Cinta made a correction with the 

word “I mean”. The correction occurs when Cinta says she does not believe 

she built eleven schools with over 4.000 children. The correction word is used 

to avoid the listener from making an explicit statement, Baalen (2001). Cinta 
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corrected her words by saying, “I mean” here, to explain that she is not the 

only one who built the school but also her family. 

 

Extract 29 (37:19) 

You can't expect these kids to study off of a little android phone you know it's 

hard i mean it's even hard for privileged kids anywhere in the world to study 

you know from their laptops you know kids have short attention spans you 

know you need it you need a teacher to be able to guide these kids. 

 

The utterance above shows that Cinta made a correction. The correction 

happened when Cinta criticized the Indonesian educational system that lets 

kids study on their phones. The word "I mean," which Cinta uses here to give 

more explanation to avoid misleading information in her sentences when she 

says, "it's hard." 

 

g. Interjection 

James (1973) has noted, he has selected a specific interjection to indicatethe 

reason why the speaker have to stop. “Oh” : referent selection, “ah” : memory 

success, “well” : word approximation, “say” : exemplification. 

 

Powder Room Talk 

Extract 30 (00:58:08) 

Like I just pretend like they don't exist and if the.. if the let's say they're still 

on my social media as i say i mute them and the less i see of them on my feed 

in my life i forget they’re exist. 
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The word "let's say" above is categorized as an interjection. The interjection 

happens when Cinta shares how to create boundaries with people we do not 

like. Cinta said "if the" twice, then used the interjection phrase "let's say". The 

word"  let's say" is used as an exemplification by Clark and Clark's theory. 

Cinta explained by giving an example of the words that she has said before. 

 

Asian Boss 

Extract 31 (38:24) 

Marie : It's very honorable even that the fact that you're donating some of 

your own money, i don't think you can see that from other like well like people 

who are well off? 

Cinta : I mean yes it makes me very sad because obviously the richin 

Indonesia are extremely rich and donating let's say even only a thousand 

dollars a month would mean absolutely nothing to them because a thousand 

dollars can be spent on a dinner.  

 

The utterance above shows that Cinta made an interjection. This interjection 

happens when Cinta is asked about no donations for her school from people 

who are well off to donate. Cinta agrees by saying the word “yes” and 

continuing to make an explanation. When she tries to give more explanation, 

she utters the interjection phrase “let’s say” to provide an example that said 

rich Indonesia could obviously help to donate even only a thousand dollars. 
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h. Stutters 

Gokdag (2017) state that stuttering is an addition of words or sounds or an 

interruption of speech that the speaker can not control. Stutter is where the 

speaker says the letter repeatedly, and difficult to continue to the following 

syllable. 

 

Powder Room Talk 

Extract 32 (00:08:19) 

So you know i've always aa.. ii.. i've always been around very strong 

independent women and i felt like indonesia needs more role models that 

make women believe that they can achieve whatever they want in life. 

 

The sentence above shows that Cinta made a stutter. The stutter happens when 

Cinta talks about the human rights that we deserve a stable and happy life 

regardless of our gender because gender means absolutely nothing, even the 

roles that have been bestowed to us by society are all social constructs.  

After making an argumentation, Cinta continues to speak and makes 

repetition in her pronunciation. She pronounces “I’ve always” correctly at 

first, but after she repeats the word,  suddenly, in the middle of her utterances, 

she stutters. This can be classified as stuttering because she has difficulty 

uttering the first syllable. 
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Extract 33 (00:09:55) 

I wasn’t happy when all i was doing was trying to strive for perfection and 

strive fora..a a rank. 

 

Based on the utterance above shows that Cinta made stutters. This utterance is 

categorized as stutters because Cinta Laura says the letter “a” repeatedly. As 

Gokdag (2017) mention, stuttering is an addition of words or sounds or an 

interruption of speech that the speaker can not control. 

 

Asian Boss 

Extract 34 (09:38) 

You know that i'm not gonna lie hurt me for several years because at that age 

the tender age of 13as i said i didn't really truly know who i was yet and i felt 

i kept I I I  would often ask myself what have i done wrong why are people 

making fun of me. 

 

The researcher finds the utterance above is categorized as a stutter. The stutter 

occurs when Cinta keeps making a mistake in choosing the appropriate word 

to say from the word "I felt," then changes it to "I kept" and says the letter "I" 

repeatedly. According to Gokdag (2017), this can be classified as a stutter 

because the speaker kept saying a letter repeatedly, and difficult to continue to 

the next utterance because the speaker could not control it. 
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Extract 35 (37.20) 

What makes me really scared is that you know unfortunately Indonesia still 

has a huge digital gap and you can't ex ex expect these kids to study off of a 

little android phone. 

 

 

The utterance above shows that Cinta made a stutter. The stuttering occurs 

when Cinta tries to say the word “expect” instead of saying it correctly, she 

says the letter “ex” repeatedly. This can be classified as a stutter because 

Cinta has difficulty continuing to the following syllable because she cannot 

control it. 

 

i. Slip of The Tongue 

Clark & Clark (1977) in their study, says that a slip of the tongue occurs when 

the speaker pronounces a word differently from the actual meaning of the 

word.  

 

Asian Boss 

Extract 36 (11:30) 

And that's a sas that's a sad truth because why do i need to prove myself in 

order for people to respect me or appreciate me. 

 

The utterance above shows that Cinta made a slip of the tongue. A slip of the 

tongue occurs when Cinta spontaneously says the word “sas” while she wants 
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to utter the word “sad.” It can be classified as a slip of the tongue because 

Cinta uttered the wrong pronunciation when she tries to say the word “sad.” 

B. Discussion 

Based on the findings above, the researcher gives further description 

and explanation about hesitation which uttered by Cinta Laura in the podcast 

Powder Room Talk and Asian Boss. Here, the researcher begins the 

discussion by answering the research question about the types of hesitation 

uttered by Cinta Laura. Hesitation usually happens in spontaneous speaking, 

and people sometimes hesitate to deliver their ideas. What happens in the 

speaker's mind when people communicate is that they are thinking of the 

suitable word to say, so people use hesitation to establish control in the 

conversation.  

 To answer the research question, the researcher uses the theory of 

hesitation based on Clark and Clark (1977).  There are nine types of 

hesitation: a silent pause, a filled pause, a false start (retraced), a false start 

(unretraced), repetition, correction, interjection, stutters, and a slip of the 

tongue. Based on the findings above, the researcher found all types of 

hesitation uttered by Cinta Laura. 

First, a silent pause is a period of no speech between words. Cinta Laura’s 

utterances in the podcasts are categorized as silent pauses because Cinta 

paused during her speaking. Stenstrom (1994) mentions in his study that silent 
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pauses give the speaker time to think about what to utter next. Even though 

the duration of the silent pause that Cinta made is not long, it can be estimated 

as pauses. Furthermore, Gilquin (2008) in his study, divided silent pauses into 

three types: short pauses, medium pauses, and long pauses. A short pause is a 

pause under one second, which usually occurs when people breathe; this 

frequently happens to both natives and learners. A medium pause is a pause of 

one to three seconds, and a Long pause is more than three seconds. Based on 

the results, Cinta frequently made some medium pauses. The silent pause may 

be a chance for the speaker to breathe, but as a person who usually speaks too, 

we can see the difference between when we need to take a breath and when 

we need time to think. 

Second, a filled pause is a space filled by "er, um, uh" during speaking. 

Cinta Laura's utterances are categorized in filled pauses because Cinta made 

some filled pauses with the words "um" and "uh" while speaking. According 

to Goffman (1981, p.293), a filler is an element whereby the speaker 

momentarily needs time to think of the required word to produce.  

Fillers as time-creating devices were almost the same as fillers for hesitating 

purposes. Therefore, the difference was fillers as hesitating purposes referred 

to as unlexicalized filled pauses, and time-creating devices referred to as 

lexical filled pauses. Cinta uttered silent and filled pauses here are devices to 

take time before an increase in information.  
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Third, repeat is repeating one or more words in a row. Cinta Laura’s 

utterances are categorized in repetition because Cinta repeats her words. The 

speaker usually repeats the same word where the mistake exists several times 

until they get the proper word to deliver to the listener. This repetition would 

not occur if the speaker could think exactly what to say next. This speculation 

is supported by Beattie and Bradburry (1979), finding that when the speaker 

tries to avoid silent pauses, the amount of repetition increases substantially.  

Forth, a false start (retraced) is repeating one or some words before fixing 

the word. Cinta Laura’s utterances are categorized as false start (retraced) 

because Cinta made some corrections from her utterance by repeating the 

wrong word before fixing the word. False start (retraced) occurs when the 

speaker starts to produce a few words and then suddenly pauses in the middle 

of an utterance because they realize there is a wrong word or pronunciation. 

After hesitating for a while, the speaker directly corrected the wrong word 

they had been saying before, which was unsuitable for the word that the 

speaker wanted to say. 

Fifth, a false start (unretraced) is correcting a word without repeating the 

wrong word. Cinta Laura’s utterances above are categorized as a false start 

(unretraced) because Cinta did not finish the first utterance, yet she started 

producing the next utterance. The result of this research is suitable with the 

explanation in the second chapter, which states that hesitation happens when 

they are not sure what they will say is the correct words (Nair, 2000).   
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Sixth, correction is the way speakers correct themselves during their 

utterances. James (1973) stated that there are correction phrases that signal 

why speakers are interrupting themselves, such as (that is, or rather, I mean, 

well). Cinta Laura's utterances above are categorized as correction because 

Cinta corrects using a correction phrase. The result of this research is suitable 

with the explanation in the second chapter, which states that correction occurs 

coincidentally when speakers forget some words which need to be delivered 

to the listener or indicate that the words are misplanned. According to Baalen 

(2001), hesitation as a politeness device to ensure the speaker's utterance is 

not hurting the listener's feelings. People usually discuss sensitive topics in 

conversation, which may lead to strong emotions between speakers and 

listeners. So, corrections help the speaker to make the explanation to avoid the 

listener making explicit statements. 

Seventh, interjection shows that the speaker stops in the middle of their 

words. There are particular interjection phrases to signal why people had to 

stop (oh, ah, well, and say). The speaker may have to think of the appropriate 

word to say next, they may forget something to say or select several examples 

they want to say (Clark and Clark 1977). Cinta Laura’s utterances above are 

categorized as Interjections because Cinta Laura uses interjection phrases to 

make an example of her argument. Sometimes, by telling or giving an 

example of the ideas we convey can help people to imagine what we are 
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trying to say. In this case, giving the interjection phrases to the utterance help 

the speaker’s sentences to be understandable to the interlocutor. 

Eighth, stuttering is the breaking up of speech fluency with pausing or 

specific interruptions. Stutters are when the speaker says the letter repeatedly, 

and difficult to continue to the following syllable. Cinta Laura’s utterance 

above is categorized as Stutter because Cinta stutters when speaking. Gokdag 

(2017), stuttering is an addition of words, sounds, or interruption of speech 

that the speaker can not control. It can be seen from the findings above that 

Cinta can not control her utterances. Furthermore, according to Robin Lickey 

(2018), there are three different way of Stuttering, a stuttered repetition where 

it usually involves a sound that can be repeated easily, a stuttered block where 

it usually involves a long tense articulatory closure on a stop consonant and a 

stuttered prolongation where it usually involves a sound that can be prolonged 

easily.  

Last, a slip of the tongue occurs when the speaker pronounces a word that 

differs from the actual meaning of the word. Cinta Laura's utterance was 

categorized as a slip of the tongue because Cinta Laura made a mistake in 

pronouncing the word. Based on the result in Extract 35, Cinta wants to say, 

"that's a sad truth," but it turns to "that's a sas truth." That slip of the tongue is 

a mistake that the speaker makes from repressed thoughts released from 

certain errors. Furthermore, most everyday slips of the tongue are simply the 
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result of a sound being carried over from one word to the next, as a sound 

used in one word in anticipation of its occurrence in the following word. 

 In their study, Clark and Clark (1977) said that silent and filled pause 

is the most common disruption in speaking, while repeats, unretraced false 

start, and retraced false start are self explanatory. Furthermore, Khojastehraed 

(2012) stated using fillers and other hesitation devices in speech is the 

application of communication strategies. Using these strategies could help 

compensate for speech processing problems by allowing the speaker to gain 

time during a speech. This finally leads to effective communication by 

signaling the continuity of speech by producing appropriate vocal indicators 

of hesitation. According to Shiffrin (1978), filler functions depend on the 

speaker's situation. Filler is sometimes used as the breathing pause, as time 

creating device, as an attention-getting device by the speakers, and also can be 

used as a mitigating device not to hurt the listener's feelings.  

The finding of this research is different from a study conducted by Rizki 

Oktamalia (2020) analysis of hesitation types in students speaking at STAIN 

CURUP. In her research, the researcher found nine types of hesitation based 

on Clark and Clark's theory, not all types of hesitation uttered by the student, 

and that is only a slip of the tongue. Furthermore, the students hesitate to 

speak because they are getting difficulty, confused, shy, and reluctant. 
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The findings of this study are also different from the study conducted by  

Anugrahini (2019), Hesitation Used by Donald Trump and Margaret Brennan 

in Face The Nation Program. Her research found Donald Trump and Margaret 

Brennan frequently produced that filled pause because they did interviews that 

discussed essential issues in United States. Also, the study by Maulita (2016), 

which analyzed the hesitation in bilingual child’s speech, found that the most 

dominant hesitation type used is pause.  

Based on the result of the study, the researcher can conclude that everyone 

has different factors in uttered hesitation. It depends on the speaker's situation. 

When people talk about topics they are anxious about, they tend to produce 

more pauses and specific other speech errors because that anxiety disrupts the 

planning and execution processes generally. It may be complicated to deliver 

the sentence they want to say. Furthermore, when communicating, speakers 

must make clear when they still have something to say and when they are 

finished. If they hesitate too long, someone else may take over the 

conversation. It may push the speaker to use more filled pauses, for 

example, uh, to fill spaces where other speakers might take over. On the other 

hand, sometimes people tell stories to increase silent pause, perhaps because 

they are more careful in selecting words or executing more slowly to make 

themselves more comprehensible. At the level of word selection, hesitations 

sometimes appear when the speaker needs time to find the right word. 
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The speaker would spontaneously use these hesitation devices to gain time 

while thinking about the following words. While trying to fix the utterance, 

the speaker used these hesitation devices to help the speaker think, such as 

silent and filled pauses. While repetition, false start (retraced), false start 

(unretraced), correction, and interjection are the devices to help the speaker 

fix and clarify the mistake in choosing a word. Then, stuttering and a slip of 

the tongue are the difficulties in controlling the speaker's utterance. 

Furthermore, most of the reason Cinta uttered hesitation is self-explanatory, 

where Cinta realized there were mistakes in her utterances, so she needed time 

to correct herself. Besides, the researcher can conclude whether a speaker is a 

native speaker or not, they could do hesitation in their communication. 

Because when we speak spontaneously, we must make a plan directly, and we 

still have difficulty when we utter something because sometimes we can not 

control our utterances.  

Furthermore, the result of this study has a relation with Qur’an Surah Al-

Isra (53) : Allah SAW. commands prophet Muhammad SAW. to advise all the 

people to greet one another and converse with the best and most polite words 

to avoid misinterpretation or misunderstanding. From the verse above, Islam 

teaches us as Muslim to converse with the best and most polite word to avoid 

misunderstanding. Selecting or planning the appropriate word to say may be 

the way to avoid misunderstanding between people.  
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

 In this chapter, the writer presents conclusions and suggestions. The 

conclusions present the summary of the research findings related to the 

formulation and objectives of the research. The suggestions give particular 

matters suggested to the next researcher. 

A. Conclusion 

This study is conducted to find types of hesitations uttered by Cinta Laura 

in youtube channel Powder Room Talk and Asian Boss. The conclusion of 

this research can be answered by the research question. The researcher found 

36 data which are categorized as types of hesitation. The types of hesitation 

are silent pause, filled pause, repetition, false start (retraced), false start 

(unretraced), correction, interjection, stutter, and slip of the tongue. 

Cinta Laura as a guest star uttered all of the types of hesitation based on 

theory of Clark and Clark (1977) in her interview or conversation in Youtube 

Channel Powder Room Talk and Asian Boss. From the discussion above, the 

researcher can conclude that the most of the reason Cinta uttered hesitation is 

to corrected her utterances . It indicates that hesitation not only occurs for non 

native speaker but also for native speaker. Hesitation could help people in 

speaking because by gaining time and corrects themselve to searching the 

appropiate word could build effective communication. 
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B. Suggestion 

Based on the result of this research, the researcher gives some suggestion : 

1. To the students 

 The researcher suggest to learn and explore more about hesitation. By 

understanding hesitations, the student will know that all people definitely get 

hesitation during speaking, not only for foreign language but for native 

speaker also. 

2. To the next researcher 

 The researcher suggest for further researcher who wants to conduct 

research related to hesitation in speaking, to observe another research subject 

because it will provide more understanding, and also conduct more detail 

research in hesitation especially the factor of hesitation.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
Language is the most important thing in human life. By using language, the speaker is expected to 

convey the information clearly. However, in the process of thinking when delivering ideas, sometimes 

people made hesitation pause. This hesitation pause is used when people need time to think of the 

appropriate word to say next that suddenly made the speaker make fillers or even corrected 
themselves. This study aims to analyze the types of hesitation uttered by Cinta Laura. The research 

used a descriptive qualitative method using the theory of hesitation based on Clark and Clark (1977). 

The data were taken from the youtube channel Powder Room Talk and Asian Boss. The result of the 

research shows that Cinta uttered all of the types of hesitation based on Clark and Clark's theory. There 

are nine types of hesitation: silent pause, filled pause, repeat, false start (retraced), false start 

(unretraced), correction, interjection, stutters, and slip of the tongue.  

 

Keywords : Hesitation, Types of Hesitation, English Podcast, Repetition. 

 

ABSTRAK 

 

Bahasa merupakan hal yang terpenting dalam kehidupan manusia. Dengan menggunakan bahasa, 
pembicara berharap dapat menyampaikan informasi dengan jelas. Akan tetapi, dalam proses berfikir 

saat ingin menyampaikan ide, terkadang pembicara membuat jeda. Jeda ini berguna saat pembicara 

membutuhkan waktu untuk memikirkan kata yang akan diutarakan selanjutnya yang menyebabkan 

pembicara membuat jeda atau mengoreksi diri sendiri. Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk menganalisis tipe 

hesitation yang diutarakan Cinta Laura. Penelitian ini menggunakan metode kualitatif deskriptif 

dengan menggunakan teori hesitation oleh Clark dan Clark (1977). Data diambil dari kanal youtube 

Powder Room Talk dan Asian Boss. Hasil penelitian menunjukkan bahwa Cinta menggunakan semua 

tipe hesitation oleh teori Clark dan Clark. Ada sembilan tipe hesitation : silent pause, filled pause, 

repeat, false start (retraced), false start (unretraced), correction, interjection, stutters, and slip of the 

tongue. 

 
Kata Kunci : Hesitation, Tipe Hesitation, Podcast Bahasa Inggris, Repetition. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Language is essential in human life because people use it to deliver their ideas 

and help people communicate with others in daily life. Language is used in any 

situation, whether in a formal situation such as a conference, presentation, speech, 

and so on or in an informal situation such as an interview or communicating with 

friends or family. Speaking is the way to bring a message from one person to others 

in order to interact with them, (Abdullah, 2013). Communication is about more than 

just exchanging information, but it’s also understanding the emotion and as well as 

being able to clearly convey a message, (Yusuf, 2017). When communicate, the 

speaker expect to convey the information clearly so the hearer can easily understand 

the meaning of the speaker's utterance. However, communication is not always run 

smoothly. Goldman-Eisler (1968) observed that in spontaneous speech found, the 

people she interviewed made pauses from 5 to 65 percent of the total speaking time, 

and most people paused between 40 and 50 percent of the time. According to Stewart 

(2008), when delivering ideas in spontaneous speech, people convey their utterances 

more than just the words they use. This is happening because when ordering some 

ideas, sometimes the speaker faces difficulties with the ideas in mind and the way to 

deliver them. In order to find the appropriate word they intended to say, people 

suddenly produce sounds with no meaning or even repeat their words.  

Clark and Clark (1977) mentioned that the most common disruption in 

speaking is the hesitation pause, either a silent pause or a filled pause. A silent pause 

is a pause that no speech that the speaker made while speaking,  and a filled pause is a 

pause that the speaker made but filled with er, ah, uh, mm, etc. Although hesitation is 

disfluency when people speak, it is necessary to use to help the speaker think before 

speaking as claimed (Wang, 2021) hesitation markers can buy time for the speaker to 

catch up with their thoughts or be used as a strategy in conversation by the speaker 

who uses it. Hesitation helps the speaker flow conversation and think of the 

appropriate word to say.  



Furthermore, Using fillers and other hesitation devices in speech is the application of 

communication strategies. Using these strategies could help compensate for speech 

processing problems by allowing the speaker to gain time during a speech. This 

finally leads to building effective communication by signaling the continuity of 

speech through producing some appropriate vocal indicators of hesitation 

(Khojastehraed, 2012). 

The researcher decided to analyze the hesitation uttered by  Cinta Laura as a 

speaker. The researcher is interested in analyzing Cinta Laura because she is a  social 

activist in Indonesia who is passionate about education and creating awareness on the 

issues of bullying and violence against women and children. The researcher selected 

the moment she uses English in some podcast that talks about experiences in her life 

regarding Forgiveness and Boundaries on the Powder Room Talk and Education on 

Asian Boss, which can inspire many people based on the comment in the podcast. 

Furthermore, it is necessary to conduct this research because most people recognize 

hesitation as disfluency when people speak. In fact, hesitation occurs not only happen 

when people hesitate in uttered something but the people use hesitation in speaking, 

which can help people to find an appropriate word in communication while ordering 

their ideas. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Psycholinguistic 

 Psycholinguistics is concerned with discovering the psychological processes 

by which humans acquire and use language. Psycholinguistics is also interested in the 

social rules involved in language use and the brain mechanism associated with 

language (Gleason & Ratner, 1998). 

 Psycholinguistics is a branch of the study that combines psychology and 

linguistics. It is concerned with the relationship between the human mind and 

language as it examines the processes that occur in the brain while producing and 

perceiving both written and spoken discourse. How people process this phenomenon 

in their brain is not only about the description of producing and perceiving language 



but about the description of what they have learned as background knowledge to 

interpret (Aitchinson, 2003). 

 

B. Hesitation 

Hesitation is a pause that happens when people speak. According to Clark and 

Clark (1977) hesitation is the common disruption in communication, either the silent 

pause, a period of no speech between words, or the filled pause, a gap filled by ah, ee 

uh, and mm. 

Maclay & Osgood (1959) states that the speaker use hesitation to establish 

control in the conversation to make the listener keep hearing and not disturb the 

speaker’s utterance.  The speaker makes hesitation to show that they need time to 

think and still have control in their utterances. When a speaker is making pauses long 

enough, he will use some signal (um, er, etc) which says “I'm still in control, don’t 

interrupt me!”.  

 

C. Types of Hesitation 

According to Clark and Clark’s theory (1977), there are nine types of 

hesitation occurred during speech : 

a. Silent Pause 

A silent pause is a period of no speech between words. This is a pause where 

the speaker produces no words during their utterance. A silent pause indicates that 

the speaker is trying to remember their word or has finished their speech 

For instance : 

“I hurt my ankle when I was // 7 years old.” 

b. Filled Pause 

A filled pause is a space filled by er, um, ah, during speaking. This filled 

pause is used when people hesitate with their utterances, followed by some noises 

in their speech.  

For instance :  

“um.. thank you for asking”. 

c. Repetition 

 Repetition is repeat one or more words in a row. Repetition happens when the 

speaker tries to remember the next word they want to convey or tries to hide their 

hesitation in speaking. Therefore, the speaker usually repeats the same word 

where the mistake exists several times until they get the proper word to deliver to 

the listener. Totally 89 percent of all words repeated the function word, like 

articles (the / the speaker), prepositions (at/at the table), conjunctions (or/or the 

speaker), and pronouns (she/she goes).  

 For instance : 

“I give you this / this book as a gift”. 

d. False Start (retraced) 

 A false start (retraced) is repeating one or some words before fixing the word. 

False start occurs when the speaker starts to produce a few words and then 



suddenly pauses in the middle of an utterance because they realize there is a 

wrong word or pronunciation. After hesitating for a while, the speaker directly 

corrected the wrong word they had said before, which was not suitable for the 

word the speaker wanted to say.  

For Instance :  

“Turn on the stove / the heater switch”. 

e. False Start (unretraced) 

 A false start (unretracted) is correcting a word without repeating the wrong 

word. When people speak and make some error, they usually repeat it, but in this 

unretracted false start, the speaker does not repeat it.  

For Instance :  

“Turn on the stove / heater switch”. 

f. Correction 

 Correction is like false starts, except that they contain an explicit I mean, or 

rather or that is to mark the phrase as a correction. Correction occurs 

coincidentally when the speaker forgets some words that need to be delivered to 

the listener or indicates the words had been misplanned. DuBois (1974) has noted 

that the correction phrases (that is, or rather, I mean and well) signal dist inctly 

different errors speakers are about to correct :  

For instance : 

The function of those correction are : 

1) That is : reference editing. That is indicate o specify further the referent of 

she. 

2) Or rather : nuance editing. Or rather is used to provide a word that slightly 

closer to what the speaker meant to say. 

3) I mean : mistake editing . I mean is used for correcting a mistakein 

wording, one that would have left the utterance with a significantly wrong 

meaning. 

4) Well : claim editing. Well is used to soften a claim the speaker decides is 

too excessive. 

g. Interjection 

Interjection shows that the speaker stops in the middle of their words. The 

speaker may forget something they wanted to refer to, they may have to think of 

the appropriate word to say next, or they may be selecting which of several 

examples they want to say. James (1973) has noted he has selected a specific 

interjection to indicate why the speaker must stop. 

For instance : 

The function of those interjection are : 

1) Oh : referent selection. Oh indicates that the speaker have to stop and say 

orange as one of several possibilities he could mention.  

2) Ah : memory success. Ah indicates that the speaker had forgotten and 

finally can remember what Cinta loves. 



3) Well : word approximation. Well indicates that the speaker thinks that 

orange is may the only description of what Cinta loves. 

4) Say : exemplification. Say indicates that the speaker think that orange is 

just an example of what Cinta loves. On the other hand say could mean “let’s 

imagine”.  

h. Stutters 

Gokdag (2017) states that stuttering is an addition of words or sounds or an 

interruption of the speech, which the speaker can not control it. Stutter is where 

the speaker says the letter repeatedly, and difficult to continue to the following 

syllable. 

For instance : 

“I shs should do that”. 

i. Slips of the Tongue  

A slip of the tongue occurs when the speaker pronounces a word that differ 

from the actual meaning of the word. According to (Freud, 1901), a slip of the 

tongue is an error that a speaker makes from repressed thoughts that are released 

from certain errors.  

For instance :  

“You did not listen clarefully.” 

 

RESEARCH METHOD 

The researcher used qualitative descriptive method to analyze the data with a 

view to describe everything related to research topic and to analyze the form of 

descriptions. This study aims to analyze the types of hesitation uttered by Cinta 

Laura. There were two objects of research that were used by the researcher; material 

object and formal object. The material object used in this research was the utterance 

of Cinta Laura while the formal object was hesitation theory by Clark and Clark. The 

researcher used the researcher herself as the instrument. After collecting all the data 

that related to the topic of this research, the researcher focused on analyzing the data 

using theory by Clark and Clark. 

 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

1. Types of Hesitation 

Hesitation is a pause that the speaker used when still need time to think the 

appropiate word to say. After analyzing the data, the researcher finds hesitation types 

used by Cinta Laura. Clark and Clark (1977) classified hesitation into nine types : 

Silent Pause, Filled Pause, Repetition, False Start (Retraced), False Start 

(Unretraced), Correction, Interjection, Stutters, and Slip of The Tongue. After 



analyzing the data, the researcher revealed all types of hesitation uttered by Cinta 

Laura. 

a. Silent Pause  

According to Clark & Clark (1977) a silent pause is a period of no speech between 

words. This is a pause where the speaker produces no words during their utterance. 

 

Powder Room Talk 

Extract 1 (00:21:45) 

But at the same time we can't blame them the reason being is because a lot of people 

in this country you know (…) live under the poverty level line or are of middle class 

and below and they live very difficult lives. 

 

Extract 2 (00:23:13) 

I know what forgiveness means and for me it meant (…) pushing uh taking out all the 

poison in my heart and (…) leaving it behind me. 

 

Extract 3 (00:51:14) 

You know and (…) oftentimes as human beings i realize that it's easier to dwell on 

the sorrows it's easier to stay bitter yes but you need to remind yourself how badly do 

you want to be happy. 

  

 Cinta Laura’s utterances in the podcasts are categorized as silent pauses 

because Cinta paused during her speaking. Stenstrom (1994) mentions in his study 

that silent pauses give the speaker time to think about what to utter next. Furthermore, 

Gilquin (2008) in his study, divided silent pauses into three types: short pauses, 

medium pauses, and long pauses. A short pause is a pause under one second, which 

usually occurs when people breathe; this frequently happens to both natives and 

learners. A medium pause is a pause of one to three seconds, and a Long pause is 

more than three seconds. Based on the results, Cinta frequently made some medium 

pauses. The silent pause may be a chance for the speaker to breathe, but as a person 

who usually speaks too, we can see the difference between when we need to take a 

breath and when we need time to think. 

 

b. Filled Pause 

According to Clark & Clark (1977) states that a filled pause is a space filled by er, 

um, ah, during speaking. This filled pause is used when people hesitate with their 

utterances. This filled pause can help the speaker to think during their speech. 

 

Powder Room Talk 

Extract 4 (00:05:43) 

After having spent eight years in the U.S um there was something that really stuck 

out to me. 

 



Extract 5 (01.17.39) 

I’m not going to get an apology from those people but let it be because um that's 

something they have to work on that's a growth they have to um experience on their 

own 

 

Asian Boss 

Extract 6 (17:12) 

If you ask me this question growing up I would have been very very confused because 

you know I had always i had always had um an identity crisis. 

 

 

Extract 7 (33:44) 

So when we rebuilt those schools we had sometimes um uh volunteers from Australia 

teach the teachers and kids english. 

 

Extract 8 (35:28) 

One of our biggest success stories is about a child named uh Bonar he went through 

our educational system got a scholarship to high school and finally attended the 

university of Indonesia. 

 

Cinta Laura's utterances are categorized in filled pauses because Cinta made some 

filled pauses with the words "um" and "uh" while speaking. According to Goffman 

(1981, p.293), a filler is an element whereby the speaker momentarily needs time to 

think of the required word to produce.  

Fillers as time-creating devices were almost the same as fillers for hesitating 

purposes. Therefore, the difference was fillers as hesitating purposes referred to as 

unlexicalized filled pauses, and time-creating devices referred to as lexical filled 

pauses. Cinta uttered silent and filled pauses here are devices to take time before an 

increase in information.  

 

c. Repetition 

Repetiton is repeating a word or some word. Repetition happens when the speaker 

tries to remember the next word they want to convey or tries to hide their hesitation in 

speaking. Therefore, the speaker usually repeats the same word where the mistake 

exists several times until they get the proper word to deliver to the listener (Clark & 

Clark, 1977).  

 

Powder Room Talk 

Extract 9 (00:07:22) 

Even if things don't change drastically in my lifetime i do believe that there is 

something i can do at least that first step .. um that first step to move in a better 

direction. 

 



Extract 10 (00:09:44) 

That’s i wasn't happy i wasn't happy when all i was doing was trying to strive for 

perfection. 

 

 

Extract 11 (00:57:25) 

If they're not helping if they're not helping you build yourself up, don't let their 

opinions or their existence affect you. 

 

 

Asian Boss 

Excerpt 12 (6.58) 

Marie : Did you ever um get any backlash or did somebody criticize you for being too 

direct in Indonesia? What happened? I’m very curious. 

 

Cinta : All the time all the time i mean i think in the beginning of my career people 

thought that i was slightly arrogant although i was not trying to be.  

 

Excerpt 13 (17.12) 

If you ask me this question growing up i would have been very very confused because 

you know i had always i had always had um an identity crisis. 

 

Extract 14 (23:37) 

You know is a very sad way of looking at this issue because i think we all know that 

victims are never ever at fault. It is the perpetrator who has a decision to not take the 

action that they had decided to take or decided to take. 

 

Excerpt 15 (29.02) 

We see a lot of fake news and if we can't discern if we can't discern facts from fiction 

then we're in deep trouble. 

 

Extract 16 (37:51) 

You know even quota internet quota is expensive for most of these kids and you can't 

expect them to be able to study on their own because on their own because some of 

their parents didn't even finish high school, didn't even finish junior high so you know 

who's there to guide them. 

 

Cinta Laura’s utterances are categorized in repetition because Cinta repeats 

her words. The speaker usually repeats the same word where the mistake exists 

several times until they get the proper word to deliver to the listener. This repetition 

would not occur if the speaker could think exactly what to say next. This speculation 

is supported by Beattie and Bradburry (1979), finding that when the speaker tries to 

avoid silent pauses, the amount of repetition increases substantially.  



 

 

d. False Start (retraced) 

Based on Clark & Clark’s theory, a false start (retraced) is repeating one or some 

words before fixing the word. False start (retraced) occurs when the speaker starts to 

produce a few words and then suddenly pauses in the middle of an utterance because 

they realize there is a wrong word or pronunciation. After hesitating for a while, the 

speaker directly corrected the wrong word they had been saying before, which was 

not suitable for the word that the speaker wanted to say. 

 

Powder Room Talk 

Extract 17 (00:40:48) 

That is when realized why am i not allowed to be why am i not allowed to have 

friends, like having friends who actually understand me is amazing. 

 

Extract 18 (00:43:15) 

It was when i finally let go of the perfect trying to be perfect that i was able to 

accomplish my mission in helping people or gradually helping people. 

 

Asian Boss 

Extract 19 (30:52) 

A fact that my mom discovered was that in the city of Bogor alone which is a tiny city 

in West Java there were thousands of schools under horrible condition meaning some 

of them had roof roof the tiles of their roof collapsing or like kids were learning on 

the floor without furniture and that's obviously bad for their development right their 

physical development. 

 

Extract 20 (36:02)  

So it really shows you that it doesn't matter where you come from you really you 

truly can achieve big things if you're willing to put the work.  

 

Cinta Laura’s utterances are categorized as false start (retraced) because Cinta 

made some corrections from her utterance by repeating the wrong word before fixing 

the word. False start (retraced) occurs when the speaker starts to produce a few words 

and then suddenly pauses in the middle of an utterance because they realize there is a 

wrong word or pronunciation. After hesitating for a while, the speaker directly 

corrected the wrong word they had been saying before, which was unsuitable for the 

word that the speaker wanted to say. 

 

e. False start (unretraced) 

According to Clark & Clark (1977) states that a false start (unretraced) is a 

correction of a word without repeating the wrong word. When people speak and make 



some error, they usually repeat it, but in this unretraced false start, the speaker does 

not repeat it. 

 

 

 

 

Powder Room Talk 

Extract 21 (00:04:55) 

Oh i think this is going to be a long story to tell and we will have to really delve into 

it throughout the show but the f.. i had my first big epiphany so to speak in 2018. 

 

Extract 22 (00:23:13) 

I know what forgiveness means and for me it meant pushing taking out all the poison 

in my heart and leaving it behind me. 

 

Asian Boss 

Extract 23 (09:38) 

I'm not gonna lie hurt me for several years because at that age the tender age of 13 

as I said I didn't really truly know who i was yet and i felt i kept I I I would often ask 

myself what have I done wrong why are people making fun of me. 

 

Extract 24 (46:45) 

If korea where they could could South South Korea with you know a country with 

twenty million people can have Kpop become a global phenomenon there's no reason 

why Indonesia can't have something equivalent to that. 

 

Cinta Laura’s utterances above are categorized as a false start (unretraced) 

because Cinta did not finish the first utterance, yet she started producing the next 

utterance. The result of this research is suitable with the explanation in the second 

chapter, which states that hesitation happens when they are not sure what they will 

say is the correct words (Nair, 2000).   

 

f. Correction 

Correction is how speakers correct themselves during their utterances by using 

correction phrases (that is, or rather, I mean, well) to explain that they have made a 

mistake Clark & Clark (1977). 

 

Powder Room Talk 

Extract 25 (00: 38.46) 

Until I entered the entertainment industry and then things got really really rough you 

know I mean imagine in that you know the reason why i think i had a victim mentality 

for so long is because i experienced what i experienced at such a young age. 

 



Extract 26 (1.00.58) 

Obviously as children i'm sure well maybe i'm not sure but like i personally have 

had problems with my parents for example don't get me wrong i love them so much 

we're close i see them two to three times a year because they live in Bali. 

 

 

Asian Boss 

Extract 27 (10:22) 

You know I feel like since the start of my career people always viewed me as an adult, 

they didn't realize i mean you know i'm only in my 20s now and i've been in the 

industry for 13 years people never gave me the chance to make mistakes as a little 

girl. 

 

Extract 28 (36:27) 

Sometimes i look back and i'm like how did we build11 schools over 4.000 children 

has gone through our education system. So yeah i mean it's not just me though like I 

need to thank my family too because they also put a lot of hard work into what we've 

done. 

 

Extract 29 (37:19) 

You can't expect these kids to study off of a little android phone you know it's hard i 

mean it's even hard for privileged kids anywhere in the world to study you know from 

their laptops you know kids have short attention spans you know you need it you need 

a teacher to be able to guide these kids. 

 

Correction is the way speakers correct themselves during their utterances. 

James (1973) stated that there are correction phrases that signal why speakers are 

interrupting themselves, such as (that is, or rather, I mean, well). Cinta Laura's 

utterances above are categorized as correction because Cinta corrects using a 

correction phrase.  

 

g. Interjection 

James (1973) has noted, he has selected a specific interjection to indicatethe 

reason why the speaker have to stop. “Oh” : referent selection, “ah” : memory 

success, “well” : word approximation, “say” : exemplification. 

 

Powder Room Talk 

Extract 30 (00:58:08) 

Like I just pretend like they don't exist and if the.. if the let's say they're still on my 

social media as i say i mute them and the less i see of them on my feed in my life i 

forget they’re exist. 

 

Asian Boss 



Extract 31 (38:24) 

Marie : It's very honorable even that the fact that you're donating some of your own 

money, i don't think you can see that from other like well like people who are well 

off? 

Cinta : I mean yes it makes me very sad because obviously the richin Indonesia are 

extremely rich and donating let's say even only a thousand dollars a month would 

mean absolutely nothing to them because a thousand dollars can be spent on a 

dinner.  

 

Interjection shows that the speaker stops in the middle of their words. There 

are particular interjection phrases to signal why people had to stop (oh, ah, well, and 

say). The speaker may have to think of the appropriate word to say next, they may 

forget something to say or select several examples they want to say (Clark and Clark 

1977). Cinta Laura’s utterances above are categorized as Interjections because Cinta 

Laura uses interjection phrases to make an example of her argument. Sometimes, by 

telling or giving an example of the ideas we convey can help people to imagine what 

we are trying to say. In this case, giving the interjection phrases to the utterance help 

the speaker’s sentences to be understandable to the interlocutor. 

 

h. Stutters 

Gokdag (2017) state that stuttering is an addition of words or sounds or an 

interruption of speech that the speaker can not control. Stutter is where the speaker 

says the letter repeatedly, and difficult to continue to the following syllable. 

Bloodstein (1995) stated that stuttering is the breaking up of speech fluency with 

pausing or specific interruptions 

 

Powder Room Talk 

Extract 32 (00:08:19) 

So you know i've always aa.. ii.. i've always been around very strong independent 

women and i felt like indonesia needs more role models that make women believe that 

they can achieve whatever they want in life. 

 

Extract 33 (00:09:55) 

I wasn’t happy when all i was doing was trying to strive for perfection and strive for 

a..a a rank. 

 

Asian Boss 

Extract 34 (09:38) 

You know that i'm not gonna lie hurt me for several years because at that age the 

tender age of 13as i said i didn't really truly know who i was yet and i felt i kept I I I  

would often ask myself what have i done wrong why are people making fun of me. 

 

Extract 35 (37.20) 



What makes me really scared is that you know unfortunately Indonesia still has a 

huge digital gap and you can't ex ex expect these kids to study off of a little android 

phone. 

 

 Cinta Laura’s utterance above is categorized as Stutter because Cinta stutters 

when speaking. Stutters are when the speaker says the letter repeatedly, and difficult 

to continue to the following syllable.  

 

i. Slip of The Tongue 

Clark & Clark (1977) in their study, says that a slip of the tongue occurs when the 

speaker pronounces a word differently from the actual meaning of the word.  

 

Asian Boss 

Extract 36 (11:30) 

And that's a sas that's a sad truth because why do i need to prove myself in order for 

people to respect me or appreciate me. 

 

Cinta Laura's utterance was categorized as a slip of the tongue because Cinta 

Laura made a mistake in pronouncing the word. Based on the result in Extract 35, 

Cinta wants to say, "that's a sad truth," but it turns to "that's a sas truth." That slip of 

the tongue is a mistake that the speaker makes from repressed thoughts released from 

certain errors. Furthermore, most everyday slips of the tongue are simply the result of 

a sound being carried over from one word to the next, as a sound used in one word in 

anticipation of its occurrence in the following word. 

 

CONCLUSION 

This study is conducted to find types of hesitations uttered by Cinta Laura in 

youtube channel Powder Room Talk and Asian Boss. The conclusion of this research 

can be answered by the research question. The researcher found 36 data which are 

categorized as types of hesitation. The types of hesitation are silent pause, filled 

pause, repetition, false start (retraced), false start (unretraced), correction, interjection, 

stutter, and slip of the tongue. 

Cinta Laura as a guest star uttered all of the types of hesitation based on 

theory of Clark and Clark (1977) in her interview or conversation in Youtube 

Channel Powder Room Talk and Asian Boss. From the discussion above, the 

researcher can conclude that the most of the reason Cinta uttered hesitation is to 

corrected her utterances. It indicates that hesitation not only occurs for non native 

speaker but also for native speaker. Hesitation could help people in speaking because 

by gaining time and corrects themselve to searching the appropiate word could build 

effective communication.  
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